Learning from experience to predict sequences of discrete symbols is a fundamental problem in machine learning with many applications. We present a simple and practical algorithm (TDAG) for discrete sequence prediction. Based on a text-compression method, the TDAG algorithm limits the growth of storage by retaining the most likely prediction contexts and discarding (forgetting) less likely ones. The storage/speed tradeoffs are parameterized so that the algorithm can be used in a variety of applications. Our experiments verify its performance on data compression tasks and show how it applies to two problems: dynamically optimizing Prolog programs for good average-case behavior and maintaining a cache for a database on mass storage.
Discrete sequence prediction: a fundamental problem
Machine learning researchers have defined a number of fundamental learning problems that occur frequently in applications. Among these are "concept" classification (learning by example to partition input vectors into two or more classes), clustering (grouping a set of items into a hierarchy of subsets whose items are related in some meaningful way), and delayed-reward associative learning (learning to associate actions with states so as to maximize the expected long-term reward). In each case, a number of algorithms and architectures have been devised for solving the problem, and packaged programs implementing many of these algorithms are important elements of a growing machine-learning toolbox.
This article adds sequence prediction to this list of basic learning problems and offers a multi-purpose toolbox algorithm for solving discrete sequence prediction problems (defined below).
Several different flavors of sequence prediction problems exist:
• In discrete sequence prediction, the input is an infinite stream of atomic symbols. The task is to find statistical regularities in the input so that the ability to predict the next symbol progresses beyond random guessing.
• In sequence extrapolation, the input objects may be a stream of structured objects, such as strings, integers, or trees. The task is, again, to predict the next object, but here the prediction takes the form of a rule or rules for computing the next symbol from its predecessors.
A preliminary version of this work appeared in Laird (1992a) .
• Time-series prediction is distinguished from the two problems above in that time is an important element of the prediction. The task is to learn to predict the value of a function f(t) for future times t based on a range of past observations. The values of the function f may be discrete or continuous.
This article deals only with discrete sequence prediction (DSP). Humans exhibit remarkable skills in such problems, subconsciously learning, for example, that after Mary's telephone has rung three times, her machine will probably answer it on the fourth ring, or that in English the words "over and.. "' will probably be followed by one of the words "over" "out," or "under." Show a group of subjects the sequence T + + + $ % T + $ % T + + + + $ % and ask them to bet on the next symbol: there will be nearly unanimous agreement that T will follow--a remarkable concurrence, given that the symbols carry no meaning and that none of the participants is likely to have seen this particular sequence before. DSP seems to be a fundamental skill in the human learning repertory. Moreover, the probabilistic nature of the predictions becomes evident if one tells the same group of subjects that the next two symbols in this sequence are T and + and ask them to predict the one after that. Now the predictions will be less confident, and most people tend to hedge by giving a best guess, say +, along with one or two less confident alternatives. Moreover, most people can quantify approximately the amount they would be willing to bet on each alternative.
DSP plays a role in a number of applications:
• Information-theoretic applications rely on a probability distribution to quantify the amount of "surprise" (information) in sequential processes. For example, an adaptive file compression procedure reads through a file, treating the next character as a prediction problem and modifying its encoding for each character so that the most confident symbols are encoded with the fewest bits. Other examples are online game-playing situations where the ability to anticipate the next few moves of an opponent can increase a player's own expected score.
• Dynamic optimization is the task of restructuring a program, plan, database query, etc., into an equivalent one whose expected cost will be minimized on the distribution of problems that it has encountered. The learning is used, in effect, to redesign the program to be optimal on the population of problems that experience has shown the program will be asked to solve.
• Dynamic buffering algorithms go beyond simple heuristics like least-recently-used for swapping items between a small cache and a mass-storage device. By learning patterns in the way items are requested, the algorithm can maintain the contents of cache memory so as to minimize the cost of future data requests.
• Adaptive human-machine interfaces reverse the common experience whereby a human quickly learns to predict how a program (or ATM, automobile, etc.) will respond. For many years, operating systems have permitted type-ahead buffering as an efficiency mechanism for humans; if the system can likewise learn to anticipate the human's responses, it, too, can work ahead, or it can present to the user new options combining several steps, or trade speed for confidence, and the like.
• Anomaly detection systems identify illicit or unanticipated uses of a system. Such tasks are difficult because what is most interesting is precisely what is hardest to recognize and predict.
A number of methods are available for learning discrete sequences. Some AI researchers have approached DSP as a knowledge-based task, taking advantage of available knowledge to predict future outcomes. While a few studies have attacked sequence extrapolation/prediction directly (e.g., Dietterich & Michalski, 1986) , more often the problem has been embedded within a larger research task, as it was in the work of Lindsay et al. (1980) . Fixed-context methods predict the next symbol on the basis of some fixed number k of preceding symbols. Decision trees and neural networks can be used to make the prediction; feedforward networks, for example, have been trained to predict the pronunciation of letters from those preceding it (Sejnowski & Rosenberg, 1987) .
Markov models are more sophisticated models of the input source, since they capture finite-order statistical dependency. Learning an arbitrary Markov process from examples, however, is known to be a computationally intractable problem (Abe & Warmuth, 1990; Laird, 1988) , and even approximate methods based on batch algorithms may be too slow, especially for online applications (e.g., Levinson et al., 1983) . Markov trees, however, are a related method that has been used successfully in the domain of data compression (Bell et al., 1990; Blumer, 1990; Williams, 1988) . These structures allow the context model for the next symbol to vary, and perhaps in part for this reason they have been found empirically to be more effective for text compression than Markov process and dictionary models. Their most significant drawback is that they tend to command large amounts of storage, to the extent that good ways have been sought to trade storage for modeling power (Lelewer & Hirschberg, 1991) .
The TDAG algorithm, presented below, is based on the Markov-tree approach. By viewing it as a learning algorithm, and taking advantage of current techniques for analyzing learning algorithms, we are in a position to customize it to take on a rather broad range of applications. For example, the algorithm is parameterized so as to control the most important performance parameters:
• the turnaround time (time between arrival of an input symbol and the return of the next prediction); o space utilization; and • the rate of adaptation to changes in the input process.
This article is organized as follows. First, we present the TDAG algorithm--or more accurately, several flavors of the algorithm. Then we analyze its time and space requirements and prove a correctness result. Finally, we describe three experiments where the TDAG algorithm served well as the adaptive learning element 2. The TDAG algorithm TDAG (Transition Directed Acyclic Graph) is a sequence-learning tool. It assumes that the input consists of a sequence of discrete, uninterpreted symbols and that the input process can be adequately approximated in a reasonably short time using a small amount of storage. That neither the set of input symbols nor its cardinality needs to be known in advance is a feature of the design. Another is that the time required to receive the next input symbol, to learn from it, and to return a prediction for the next symbol can be tightly controlled and, in most applications, bounded.
For perspicuity, we present the TDAG algorithm by successive refinement, beginning with a very simple but impractical learning/prediction algorithm and subsequently repairing its faults. First, however, let us provide some intuition for the basic Markov-tree algorithm.
Assume that we have been observing input symbols for some time and that we want to predict the next one. Suppose the past four symbols were "m t h" (the blank is significant). Our statistics show that this four-symbol sequence has not occurred very often, but that the three-symbol sequence " t h" has been quite common and has been followed by " e " 60 % of the time, "i " 15 % of the time, " r " and " a " each 10 % of the time, and a few others with smaller likelihoods. This can form the basis for a probabilistic prediction of the next symbol and its likelihood. Alternately, we could base such a prediction on just the previous two characters " t h " on the preceding character "h ," or on none of the preceding characters by just counting symbol frequencies. Or we could form a weighted combination of all these predictions. If both speed and accuracy matter, however, we will probably do best to base the prediction on the strongest conditioning event " t h," since by assumption it has occurred enough times for the prediction to be confident.
2.L The basic algorithm
TDAG learns by constructing a tree. Initially the tree consists of only the root node, A; with the arrival of each symbol one or more new nodes are added. Stored with each node is the following information:
• symbol is the input symbol associated with the node. For the root node, this symbol is undefined.
• c h i I d r e n is a list of the nodes that are successors (children) of this node.
• i n -c o u n t and o u t -c o u n t are counters, explained below.
If ~ is a node, the notation symbo I (v) means the value of the symbo I field stored in the node v, and similarly for the other fields. There is one global variable, s t a t e, which is a FIFO queue of nodes; initially s t a t e contains only the node A. For each input symbol x, the learning algorithm input (figure 1), is called. We obtain a prediction by calling project-from and passing as an argument the last node v on the s t a t e queue for which o u t -c o u n t ( v ) is "sufficiently" high, in the following sense.
The i n-count field of a node p counts the number of times that p has been placed on the s t a t e queue. This occurs if s ymbo I (p) is input while its parent node is on the s t a t e queue, and we say that p "has been visited" from its parent. The o u t -c o u n t field of a node p counts the number of times that ~ has been replaced by one of its children on the s t a t e queue. If/z is a child of p, the ratio i n-count(/~)/out -count(t)) is the proportion of # visits among all visits from ~ to its children. It is equally an empirical estimate of input(x): /* x = the next input symbol */
• Initialize new-state:= {A}.
• For each node w in s t a t e , -Let /z := make-child (w, x) . /* (See below) */ -Enqueue p onto new-state.
• state := new-state.
make-child (u,x) : /* c r e a t e or u p d a t e t h e c h i l d of w l a b e l e d x */ • In the list children(r), find or create the node Iz with a symbol of x. If creating it, initialize both its count fields to zero.
• Increment i n -c o u n t ( p ) and o u t -c o u n t ( u ) each by one.
p~oject@'om(w): /* Return a probability distrib.*/
• Initialize project ion := { }.
• For each child ~ in children(r), add to projection the pair
• Return projection. the probability of a transition from visiting the node ~, to visiting its child #. If we treat transitions from p as occurring independently, the statistical confidence in this probability increases exponentially as o u t -count(v) increases, so we can use a minimum value for the out : c o u n t value as a basis for deciding on which node to base our prediction. There are two ways to interpret the meaning of a "node": as a string of symbols (specifically, the symbols along the path from the root to the node), and more generally as a context on which to make a prediction. The latter view is especially useful in applications, where more information is often stored at a node than just the input ~mbol.
As a simple example (figure 2), suppose the string "a b" is input to an empty TDAG. The result is a TDAG with four nodes:
• A, the root, with two children. The o u t -c o u n t is tWO. • a, the child of A labeled a, created upon arrival of the symbol a. This node has been visited only once, so its i n -c o u n t is 1. Its only child has been visited once (with the arrival of b), so its o u t -c o u n t is also 1. • b, the child of A labeled b, created upon arrival of the symbol b. Its i n -c o u n t is 1, but since no character has followed b, it has no children, and its o u t -c o u n t is 0. • ale, the child of the node a. It was created upon arrival of the symbol b, so its symbol is b. The i n -c o u n t is 1, and the out -c o u n t is 0.
Figure 2. TDAG tree after "ab" input. The numbers in parentheses, are, respectively, the in-count and outcount for the nodes.
The s t a t e queue now contains three nodes: A, b, and ab (in that order). These nodes represent the three possible conditional events upon which we can base a prediction for the next symbol: A, the null conditional event; b; the previous symbol b; and ab, the two previous symbols. If we project from A, the resulting distribution is [(a, 1/2), (b, 1/2)].
We cannot yet project from either of the other two nodes because both nodes are still leaves. Our confidence in the projection from A is low because it is based on only out -count(A) = 2 events. However, out -c ou n t (A) increases linearly with the arrival of input symbols, so we shall not have to wait long to be able to make a quite reasonable prediction.
The basic algorithm is impractical: the number of nodes on the s t a t e queue grows linearly as the input algorithm continues to process symbols, and as a simple exercise one can show that the rate of growth of the total number of nodes in the TDAG graph may be quadratically related to the number of input symbols. The trick, then, will be to restrict the use of storage without corrupting or discarding the useful information.
The turnaround time for the procedure input to process each new symbol x is proportional to both the size of s t a t e and the time to find the appropriate child of each s t a t e node (raake-chiM, step i). The s t a t e size is constantly growing, so as written, the turnaround will take longer after each symbol. The improvements below will rectify this problem. The time to find the child node is also unbounded, because there is no limit on the number of distinct input symbols and hence on the length of the chi Idren list. We can reduce the search for the appropriate child to virtually constant time by using a hash table indexed by the node address i, and the symbol x to obtain the address/~ of the successor of ~, labeled by x.
The improved algorithm
To render the basic algorithm practical, we shall make three important modifications. Each change is governed by a parameter and requires that some additional information be stored at each node. It is also convenient to maintain a new global value, sym-count, that increases by one for every input symbol. The changes are as follows.
• Bound the node probability. We eliminate nodes in the graph that are rarely visited, since such nodes represent symbol strings that occur infrequently. More accurately, we establish a minimum threshold probability O and refuse to extend (adjoining children to) any node whose probability of being visited on any round is below this threshold. ® Bound the height of the TDAG graph. The previous change in itself tends to limit the height of the TDAG graph, since nodes farther from the root occur less often on average. But there remain input streams that can cause unbounded growth of the graph (one example is "aaa . . . "). As a precaution, therefore, we introduce the paramter H and refuse to extend any node u such that height(v) equals this threshold.
• Bound the prediction size. In the worst case, the time for project-from to compute a projection is proportional to K, the number of distinct symbols in the input. This is unacceptable for some real-time applications, since K is unknown and in general may be quite large. Thus we limit the size of the projection to at most max-o r o j e c t ion symbols, ma x-p r o j e c t i o n > 1. Doing so means thaat any symbol whose empirical likelihood is at least 1/ma x-p r o j ec t i o n will be listed with its likelihood as part of the projection.
The first change above is the most difficult to implement, since it requires an estimate of Prob(u), the probability that u will be visited on a randomly chosen round. We shall assume that, for any node u, the probability Prob(p) exists. Actually, Prob(p) may not exist unless the input is generated by a stationary process, and the event that ~, is visited on a given round is not an independent sequence of random variables. Still, the simplifying assumption that Prob(u) exists and can be estimated by sampling is useful for the insight and for the numerical design guidelines we obtain.
Pending this estimate, we can adopt an eager strategy by extending a node until statistics indicate that Prob(p) < O and then deleting its descendents, or a lazy strategy by refusing to extend a node until sufficient evidence exists that Prob(u) ___ O, or some intermediate strategy. After sufficiently many input symbols have been processed, the eager and the lazy strategies result ultimately in the same model. The eager strategy temporarily requires more storage, but produces better predictions during the early stages of learning.
Note that in the basic algorithm the s t a t e always contains exactly one node of each height h < syrn-count, where sym-count is the number of input symbols so far. Let be a node of height h; with some reflection it is apparent that, if sym-count is _>h, then the fraction of times that u has been the node of height h on s t a t e is i n-count(v)/ (syrn-count -h + 1). We denote this by Prob(u[ sym-eount) . Moreover, as syrn-count oo, Prob(p [ s ym-cou n t) approaches Prob(u) if this limit exists. Since the decision about t,'s extendibility must be made in finite time (indeed, as soon as justifiably possible), we establish a parameter N and make the algorithm wait for N input symbols (transitions from the root) before deciding the extendibility of nodes of height 1 (those immediately following the root node).
Thereafter, another 2N input symbols are required before nodes of height 2 are decided, 3N for nodes of height 3, and so forth: hN symbols are needed to decide nodes of height h after having decided the extendibility of those of height h -1. The reason we wait for more transitions before estimating Prob(u) for nodes of greater height is that the number of TDAG nodes with height h may be an exponential function of h, and a sample size linear in h helps maintain a minimum confidence in our decision about all nodes in the TDAG, regardless of their height.
We can justify this sample size a bit more formally. Statistical confidence is the probability that an estimator for a statistic will be within some range _ e of its true value. A statistical fact is that when we flip a b-sided coin N times and estimate the probability of each side by the relative frequency of its occurrence, our confidence in the accuracy of the estimates increases toward 1 exponentially with N, independent of b and ~. Let us choose a value 0 < 5 < 1/2, and let N be chosen so that, after observing N transitions to its successors, confidence in the accuracy of the transition probabilities for the root node is at least 1 -(~/(1 + 2~)) -= 1 -~'. The TDAG algorithm uses (h + 1)Ntransitions to estimate transition probabilities from nodes of height h (for h = 0, 1 . . . . ). Since there are 0(2 h) nodes at height h, the total probability that even one of the transition probability estimates for a node at height h is unacceptably inaccurate is no more than 0(2h(¢~ ,)h+l). Over the entire tree, therefore, this probability is at most
In this calculation, we have assumed that the transition from one node is approximately independent of transitions from its predecessors. There is no reason to believe this is the case, but again it serves to obtain useful estimates.
Note that, under this policy, all nodes of height h conveniently become decidable after the arrival of N(1 + 2 + . . . + h) = Nh(h + 1)/2 symbols. For the applications described in this article, a node marked extendible or unextendible remains so thereafter, even if later the statistics seem to change. A switch e x t e n d i b l e-p is stored with each node. It remains unvalued until a decision is reached as to whether v is extendible, and then is set to true if and only if v is extendible. This policy of deciding once whether a node is extendible or not is a deliberate compromise for efficiency: for the applications described in this article, the statistics of the source remain stable for the duration of the problem. In applications where this is not the case, however, the TDAG structure must remain more flexible. It is straightforward to modify the algorithm to recheck the node probabilities periodically and change the extendibility property of nodes as appropriate.
The revised input algorithm is shown in figure 3 . The lazy and eager versions of the Extendible? routine are given in figure 4.
In the prediction algorithm, we store in each node a list called most -I i ke I y-ch i I d ren containing the most likely children of that node, numbering up to max-p r o j ec t i on. Whenever an input symbol causes a node v to be replaced by one of its children/z in the s t a t e, we adjust the list of v's most likely children to account for the higher relative likelihood of t*. This can be done in time O(ma×-p roj e c t ion). The algorithm is in figure 5.
Analysis

Time and space requirements
The time and space requirements of the algorithm are governed entirely by the four user parameters H (the maximum height), O (the minimum node probability), N (the number input(x): /* process one input symbol */
• sym-count := sym-count + I. Initialize new-state := {A}.
• For each node u in state, -Let p := make-child (u, x) . [See below.J If extendible?(p) , then enqueue p onto new-state.
• s t a t e := new-state. • I n c r e m e n t in-count(p) and out-count(u) each by one.
• Revise the (ordered) list most-likely-children(u) to reflect the increased likelihood of p. of input values for estimating 0), and max -p roj e c t i on (the maximum number of symbols in a projection). For an online algorithm, an important quantity is the turnaround time: the time to process each input symbol. Turnaround time for the input algorithm is governed by the number of nodes on the s t a t e stack (at most I-I), the time to locate a child node with the current input symbol (0(1) with the appropriate hashing), and the time to increment counters (0 (log s ym-c o u n t)).l In the worst case, the discrete complexity is O(I-I • log s y m -c o u n t ) . In many practical cases, the input source does not suddenly and radically change its statistical characteristics, and as a result there is no need for periodic re-evaluation of the extendibility of the TDAG nodes. Consequently the graph "freezes" once the leaf nodes have all been marked unextendible. This occurs after at most 1 + (NH(I-I + 1)/2) input symbols (but usually much sooner). In such situations, the counters can also be frozen, and the discrete complexity is only 0(I-I). Controlling the space requirements of an on-line algorithm is crucial. For the lazy extension strategy (which is the more conservative with respect to storage), the total number of TDAG nodes is at most K(1 + H/O), where K is the size of the input alphabet. To see this, note that at each height _> 1 there can be at most 1/O extendible nodes. Hence, counting the root node, the number of extendible nodes is at most (1 + I-I/O). And since extendible nodes may have up to K children that are not extendible, the claim follows. Pointers from nodes to their children account for only a constant storage factor, since the graph is a tree. If the count fields, however, are allowed to increase without bound, the total storage requirement increases as log sym-cou n t.
The prediction time--the time required to return a list of up to rna x-p r o j e c t ion symbols and their estimated probabilities--depends upon the time to choose a node from which to project (O(H), as discussed below), and time to compute the projection using project- • Else let h = height(#); if sym-count < N]~(h ÷ 1)/2, then return False. (# is still undecided).
• If height(#) = H (i.e., # is at the maximum allowed height) or (in-count(p) -i) < (9. AN (i.e., Prob(#) is below threshold), then extendible-p(#) := False.
Return False.
• Else -e x t e n d i b l e -p ( # ) : = True.
-Return True.
Ezter~dible¢(#): /*' ~Eager' ' Version */
• If e x t e n d i b l e -p ( # ) is valued (True or False), return its value.
• Else let h : height(/z); if sym-count <_ Nh(h + 1)/2, then return True. (# is still undecided).
• If h e i g h t ( # ) : H (i.e., # is at the maximum allowed height) or (in-count(#) -1) < ® . hN (i.e., Prob(#) is below threshold), then -Remove all nodes below #. Return False.
• Else -e x t e n d i b l e -p ( # ) : = True. 
p~ojec~-f~om(u):
• Initialize projection:= {].
• For each child # in most-likely-children(u), add to projection the pair [symbol(#), in-count(p)/out-count(u)].
• Return projection. from. With the efficiencies introduced for just this purpose, the prediction time is 0(I-I + max-proj ect ion • log(sym-count)); and as above, the O(log syrn-count) factor is often removable in practice if we freeze the TDAG.
Correctness properties
It is easy to construct a fast sequence prediction algorithm if there are no requirements governing the quality of the predictions--any old guess will do. Evidently, some notion of "correctness" is needed to ensure that the predictions have a well-defined meaning and to permit comparison with other algorithms. But unlike complexity, correctness is an extensional property that cannot be discussed solely by examining the algorithm: we must make some assumptions about the family of input sources. TDAG makes a simple, efficient model of the source; ultimately, its value as a sequence prediction algorithm will depend upon its ability to produce good models of actual sources.
One family of good models are stochastic deterministic finite automata (SDFAs). SDFAs are stochastic processes that model Markovian dependencies between events--where the value of one random variable depends on the values of only a bounded number of other random variables. An SDFA is a deterministic finite automaton with a probability distribution assigned to the transitions from each node. In figure 6 , for example, we find a twostate SDFA over a two-symbol alphabet; the transitions from state 1 are assigned probabilities 9/10 for a and 1/10 for b. The problem of "learning" an SDFA from examples of the sequences it generates is, in more than one sense, intractable with respect to polynomial time computation (Abe & Warmuth, 1990; Laird, 1988) , and while methods exist for finding approximate SDFAs in special cases, the authors are unaware of an algorithm for learning SDFA models that is practical enough for online applications.
TDAG models are closely related to SDFA models, as we shall demonstrate. They are not identical, however: there are SDFAs that no (finite) TDAG can represent exactly, and conversely there are TDAGs that no SDFA can represent. But a TDAG can approximate any SDFA, in a sense soon to be made precise; hence, if SDFAs are good models of many real sources, it stands to reason that TDAGs are also good models of many real sources.
The TDAG represents the SDFA source as a "Markov tree": the root node represents the steady state, depth-one nodes represent the possible one-step transitions from steady state, etc. This relationship is more clearly explained by example. When the SDFA in figure 6 is in state 1, the process generates a run of zero or more a's (averaging nine in number), until it produces b and changes to state 2. State 2 is similar to state 1, except that the roles of a and b are reversed. Suppose that this process has been running for a while without our watching it, so that we have no information about its current state. By symmetry it is clear that the probability that the automaton is in state 1 is 1/2 and 1/2 for state 2. Hence, the likelihood of its next generating an a is (1/2)(9/10) + (1/2)(1/10) = 1/2, and the same for b. The conditional probabilities of the subsequent characters are also easy to calculate. For example, if told that the most recent character emitted by the process was b, we infer that the process is in state 2 with probability one. Consequently, the probability of next generating a is 1/10, versus 9/10 for b. More generally, information about what characters an SDFA has produced recently affects the probabilities of what state it is in and therefore what character it will emit next.
The first few levels of the probability tree for this SDFA are shown in figure 7 . The root node corresponds to the lack of any information about the state of the SDFA, and each path through the tree represents a unique sequence of output symbols corresponding to the labels on the nodes of the trees. Edges are labeled with transition probabilities. The meaning of the encircled probability 1/2 is this: in the absence of any information about the state of the SDFA, the likelihood is 1/2 that the next character is b. Similarly, the enboxed probability 1/10 means: given only that the process has just produced a b (but no information about what it produced before that), the next character will be an a with probability 1/10.
In this example, the probability tree is very simple in that all nodes below the root have the same probability distribution. In general, however, the probability tree for an SDFA may be different at each level, requiring an infinite tree to represent all contexts.
Imagine now that we feed the symbol stream from this SDFA into a TDAG, let it run for a long time, and then examine the resulting TDAG tree. For now, let us use the Basic Algorithm without any of the refinements. We shall find that, if we relate the edge probabilities on the probability tree to the corresponding o u t -c o u n t / i n -c o u n t estimate for
Root
,.--~. Figure 7 . Part of the steady-state probability tree for the SDFA of figure 2.
the TDAG transition probabilities, the TDAG tree converges in some sense to the tree in figure 7 . For example, whenever the SDFA emits an a, the TDAG input algorithm increases out -count for the root and i n-count for its " a " child node u. The ratio i n-count(u)/ out -count(A) is the proportion of "a"s input to the TDAG, just as the encircled probability in figure 7 is the probability that the process emits an a. As time continues, the finite, but growing, TDAG tree becomes a better approximation to the (infinite) probability tree. Next, consider projection. Suppose the SDFA generates the sequence "aba," and we want to predict the next character. If we have computed the SDFA probability tree only to a depth of 3, we cannot use the tree directly to predict the next character using the full three-character conditioning event. It is possible, however, to ignore the first a and use only the last two characters ("ba") as our conditioning event to make a prediction; this corresponds to making the prediction for the SDFA knowing only the past two symbols it has generated. In exactly the same way, if the TDAG is available only to a height of three, the next character can still be projected based upon the node that is shaded black in figure   7 . This node would be the one most recently place on the s t a t e queue, and if projectfrom were called with this node as argument, the projection would consist of a with probability 9/10 and b with probability 1/10. This example is based on a very simple SDFA, but the idea extends formally to an arbitrary SDFA, as follows. Let S be an SDFA with n states over the alphabet r~. For convenience, we may assume that S is closed--i.e., every state is reachable with positive probability from every other state. The (infinite) probability tree for S is computed as follows.
• Let 7r i (i e {1, . . . , n}) be the unique steady-state probability distribution for the states of S. 7r i represents the limiting value of the fraction of all transitions that enter state i.
• Label the root of the probability tree with the symbol A and associate with it the vector 71" ~ [71" 1 .....
"fin].
• Recursively, let u be a node in the tree associated with the state distribution vector 7r'. For each symbol x E ~, create a descendent node/~ labeled x. Label the edge from u to/~ with the probability P(x ] ~r') = ~",=1 7r/P(x l i), where P(xli) is the probability that the SDFA state i generates an x. Also, associate with the node # the distribution
where P(x, j I i) is the probability that S in state i generates an x and moves to node j, given that the current state is i.
Suppose the stream of symbols generated by S is sent to a TDAG (basic version). Let us argue that this TDAG approaches the probability tree in the limit. For transitions from the root node A to its descendent p labeled with the symbol x, the ratio i n-co u n t (p)/ou tcount(A) for the TDAG is, as noted above, the fraction ofx occurrences among all symbols output by S; in the limit, this approaches P(x I ~r). Hence, the edges from the root of the TDAG to its immediate descendents correspond in the limit to the edges out of the root node of the probability tree. Consider next the edge from this depth-one node u to its depth-two child #, labeled with the symbol y. The algorithm places/x on s t a t e whenever the pair of symbols xy occur consecutively; hence, after N symbols, the fractionfof TDAG input symbols following which # has been placed on s t a t e is
But we have seen that i n-count(p)/out -coun t(A) ~ P(x It), and from the SDFA side, we have that f ~ P(xy I ~r)
= P(x I ~) • P(ylTr').
Putting these together, we find that
out -count(p) in the limit.
Continuing this argument down the tree for nodes of increasing depth, we conclude:
For any finite, closed, discrete-time SDFA source S and for any integer d >_ O, the portion of the TDAG generated by the input algorithm of figure i consisting of all nodes of depth <_ d converges with probability one to the portion of the Markov probability tree for S consisting of all nodes of depth < d.
It would be nice to give a polynomial bound on the number of input symbols needed before the probabilities i n -c o u n t (#)/o u t -c o u n t (p) are within e of their true values, for all nodes of some fixed depth. Unfortunately, however, the number of symbols required may be exponential in the number of states of the underlying SDFA and in the size of the alphabet (Laird, 1988) . The best we can say is that these ratios are maximum-likelihood estimators for the true values--i.e., after any finite number of input symbols, they maximize the likelihood of the observed distribution of symbols, conditional upon the context represented by the node p--and are in that sense optimal for the information available.
Consider now what effect the refinements to the basic TDAG algorithm have on the correspondence between the SDFA and TDAG trees. The height bound H on the TDAG obviously corresponds to truncating the tree by removing all nodes at a distance of more than H from the root. But instead of simply shearing off all branches uniformly at a fixed height, the algorithm retains more nodes along branches that are most frequently traversed while cutting back the less probable paths. As we have seen above, the parameters relate directly to the available computational resources (space and time), rather than to unobservable quantities like the hypothetical number of states in the source process. The refinement induced by the O parameter corresponds to removing from the SDFA tree all descendents of any node whose node probability is less than O. Finally, limiting the size of a projection to at most m a x -o r o j e c t ion affects not the tree, but the way we use it to make predictions.
Experiments
In order to test the usefulness of TDAG in actual settings, we chose three prototypical applications wherein TDAG served as the learning component. In this section, we describe each application briefly and summarize the results. More detailed descriptions of the applications are available elsewhere (Laird, 1992b; Laird & Saul, 1992) .
Text compression
Text compression is a quick and easy check of the quality of any DSP algorithm, and as such serves as a good benchmark test. Modern text-compression methods have two parts: a learning element for predicting the next symbol and an encoding element that translates the predictions into a code. The Huffman-code method of file compression (Lelewer & Hirschberg, 1987 ) maps a probability distribution for the next symbol into a code, using Huffman's algorithm to assign the fewest bits to the most probable characters. Arithmetic coding is another commonly used method to translate probabilities into a code; although it often yields shorter codes, its algorithm is more difficult to program, and so we chose the Huffman alternative.
The TDAG serves nicely as the learning element in an adaptive compression program: each character is passed to the TDAG input routine, and a prediction is returned for the next character. This prediction is used to build or modify a Huffman code, which is attached to each extendible node in the TDAG.
The inverse procedure decompresses the file: a Huffman code basesd on the prediction for the next character is used to decode the next character; that character then goes into the TDAG, whereupon the Huffman code for the subsequent character is returned. (See figure 8.) Note that the TDAG constructed by the encoder is not part of the compressed file nor passed to the decoder: the decoder reconstructs the TDAG as it decodes the compressed text.
For compressing ASCII text, the TDAG parameters were set as follows: a maximum depth H = 15 (though the actual graph never reached this heigh0; max-D r o j ec r i o n = 120 (since no more than 120 characters actually occur in normal ASCII text files); minimum node probability O = 0.002; and extendibility sample size N = 10. An eager version of the extendibility predicate worked best.
Predictions from a node will not always include a positive probability for every character. For this reason the TDAG was initialized with a default distribution in the root node by creating a child node with an i n -c o u n t value of 1 for every valid character. If during compression a character occurred that was not present in the prediction, an "escape" code was generated, and the root node distribution was used to encode the character. (Bell et al. (1990) discuss the various ways to deal with this "incomplete prediction" problem.)
The utility of a text compression program depends on both its compression and its efficiency. In this case there was no need for an efficient implementation, since the purpose was merely to check the quality of the TDAG predictions. We measured the compression by the compression ratio, defined as the ratio of the file size after compression to that before compression (so that smaller values are better). The simple TDAG text compression program, implemented in about an hour in LISP, yielded compression ratios considerably better than those for the compact program (FGK algorithm) and, except for small files, better than those of the benchmark UNIX comp t e s s utility (LZW algorithm). Results for files in three languages are shown in figure 9.
Dynamic optimization
Dynamic optimization is the task of tuning a program for average-case efficiency by studying its behavior on a distribution of typical problems. Sequences of predictable computational steps can be partially evaluated and unfolded into the program. Also, choices that entail search can be ordered so as to minimize the search time. Any program transformations, however, must result in a program that is semantically equivalent to the original.
This work is based on the work of many researchers, especially that of Prieditis and Mostow (1987) on PROLEARN and of Gooley and Wah (1989) on Markov models of Prolog execution. Recently, a number of other studies have sought ways to improve program performance by uncovering statistical regularities (e.g., Gratch & DeJong, 1992; Greiner & Orponen, 1991; Subramanian & Feldman, 1990) .
As a TDAG application, we implemented a new kind of dynamic optimizer for Prolog programs using a TDAG as the learning element. Details of the implementation are given elsewhere (Laird, 1992b) , along with a comparison to other methods. Here we summarize the essential ideas.
Adapting a DSP algorithm to perform dynamic optimization is non-trivial becuase prediction is only part of the problem. If several choices are possible, we must balance the likelihood of success against its cost. In repairing a car, for example, replacing a cheap, easily installed part may be less likely to fix the problem than replacing a more expensive one, but may still be the repair to try first if the ratio of cost to probability of success is smaller. So in addition to tracking which program events follow which, we need to measure how much each choice costs.
Logic programs represent search problems in which the task is to find a clause [C]: H ~ T 1, T 2, . . . whose head H unifies with the input goal and whose subgoals T/(after applying a unifying substitution) are all refutable. If we can predict with certainty which clause should be chosen for any given goal, then the cost of running the program is linear in the size of the solution. Lacking a way to make such predictions perfectly, we instead use a TDAG to guide us to the right clauses during the proof, ff there are n clauses available for attempting to solve a goal, the "right" clause is the one that maximizes the ratio of the likelihood of success to the expected cost of using the clause. Naturally, which clause that is depends on the context within the proof (computation).
If we can predict the optimal clause order, we can then transform the program so that optimal choices are made automatically. In the Prolog language ) we can apply the following three program transformations without changing the semantics of the program (see figure 10 ): * (Unrolling) Copy all clauses of a predicate p and assign the predicate a new name, e.g., 0copy. Some references to the old predicate o in the tail literals of p clauses can be changed to call to oco0y instead. • (Reordering) Reorder the clauses of a particular predicate.
• (Unfolding) Unfold two clauses C1 and C2 by resolving a tail literal from C2 with the head of C1. The result is a new clause to be added to the program. These are not the only possible transformations for logic programs, but they are sufficient to obtain good results in practice and simple enough to understand mathematically. Mathematical prediction of the expected effect of each transformation on the performance of the program is essential in this approach. The system we devised has two phases: a learning phase and an optimization (transformarion) phase. (See figure 11.) During the learning phase, a TDAG gathers data about the probabilities and costs of success and failure of specific clauses at specific points (contexts) in the proof. Training examples are drawn from a representative source of problems that we assume is statistically similar to the actual production problems for which the optimized program will be used.
TDAG nodes are labeled with program clauses. When a clause [~] : H *--T 1, . . . is invoked, a transition in the TDAG structure is recorded from C to each clause for the predicate/'1 that is invoked during the computation. The in-count count for the clause is separated into two parts: invocations that eventually succeed and invocations that eventually Note: In the programs below only the predicates arc shown, without their arguments--e.g., p instead of p ( . . . ) .
(a) Initial program:
[CI]: p <-p.
[c2] : p.
(b) After an unrolling: (Clauses C3 and C4 are copies of C1 and C2, resp., but with the predicate renamed.
[C'I]: p <-pcopy.
[C2] : p.
pcopy <-pcopy.
[C4] : pcopy.
(c) After reordering the pcopy predicate:
[c2] :
(d) Let 0 be a unifier for the underscored literals above; after unfolding C~ through C4, we obtain:
pcopy <-pcopy. [C3.1]:
pcopyrest <-pcopy.
Here, C3.1 is a copy of C3; note that the case C4 is covered by the unfolded clause C~. 1. fail. In addition, an accumulator stored with the node records the total cost of choosing the clause, regardless of success or failure. With a reasonable training sample, therefore, the TDAG returns good statistics on the probability that the clause will succeed if invoked in various contexts, and the expected cost of invoking the clause. These statistics are sufficient for predicting the effectiveness of unfolding and reordering transformations. The optimization phase uses the TDAG statistics to select transformations that are likely to improve performance. Applying these transformations to the program P results in a revised program P ' equivalent to the original, but with lower expected cost.
But we do not stop there: we repeat this learn/optimize process starting with P', deriving yet another optimized program P", and so forth. To see why we need to iterate the improvement process, imagine that we subject the program in figure 10(b) to the learn cycle and I_ (e') Figure 11 . Dynamic optimization method. thereupon decide to reorder the clauses C[ and C2. As a result of this change, the expected costs and probabilities for C 3 and C4 will also change; hence, any decision about the optimal order of C3 and C4 should be deferred until Ca' and C2 have been reordered and the statistics revised.
In general, the cycle of learning and optimizing is repeated, with transformations occurring at successively deeper levels of the program, until no further optimizations can be found or some resource bound is exhausted. Unrolling per se has no effect on program performance, but enables us to effect optimizations at specific points in the computation. Looking once again at figure 10(b), we note that unrolling the predicate p into p and pcopy allows us to apply different transformations to the first call to p (clauses C[ and C2) and to the subsequent calls (clauses C 3 and C4). As the program is progressively unrolled, the total number of clauses increases, but the physical size of the program is a negligible part of the run time.
The optimization technique described here is specific to Prolog in the choice of program transformations, but the same learn/optimize method applies to a broad family of languages--specifically, nondeterministic typed-term languages (Laird & Gamble, 1990) , including lambda-calculus and combinator-based languages. Imperative languages like C probably will benefit little from dynamic optimization, since the nondeterministic element (search) is not represented explicitly in the language.
As expected, the experimental results depended on both the program and the distribution of problems. On the one hand, a program for parsing a context-free language ran more than 40 % faster as a result of dynamic optimization; this was mainly the result of unfolding recursive productions that occurred with certainty or near certainty during the parsing. On the other hand, a graph-coloring program implementing a brute-force backtracking search algorithm was not expected to benefit much from optimization--and, indeed, no improvement was obtained. Significantly, however, little or no performance degradation was observed either. Typical were speedups in the 10 % to 20 % range--entirely satisfactory in a production application. See figure 12 for sample results. In general, the TDAG-based method enjoys a number of advantages over other approaches:
• the ability to optimize general programs. Speedup methods based on explanation-based generalization do poorly on recursive programs. • the ability to combine different program transformations in the same optimizer.
Explanation-based learning methods are based only upon unfolding.
• absence of "generalization-to-N" anomalies and similar effects that result when program changes are based on a statistically insufficient sample of problem instances. TDAG collects statistics first and then changes the program only if the statistics predict a high likelihood of improvement. • a robustness demonstrated by the fact that repeated runs of the optimizer on the same program have resulted in essentially the same optimized version.
• the fact that the order of the examples has little influence on the final optimized program.
Partial evaluation and explanation-based methods usually produce highly variable results depending on the order in which the examples are presented.
On the other hand, this approach will not improve the time complexity of the program by more than a constant factor. Nor can we offer any formal proof that this method will fred an "optimal" or nearly optimal variant of the original program.
Predictive caching in mass storage systems
Mass storage systems (MSSs) holding terabytes worth of data are now commercially available, and larger ones are under development. In read-only form, they serve as repositories for huge encyclopedias of data, but before the data can be processed, the relevant segments need to be copied into high-speed cache memory--an operation that can take several minutes. Since the cache can hold only a comparatively small number of segments, a cache manager (figure 13) decides which segments to retain and which to discard when a user requests a segment not on the disk. The following model is based on specifications for a digital-tape MSS currently under commercial development.
Requests from users are directed to a central cache manager. The cache manager's objective is to minimize the total expected cost to its users. A user's cost is measured by the time spent waiting for data to be input and may be weighted by a priority factor reflecting 
C(S) = ~_a Pru(S)T(S)W(U).
(1) u Note that we are ignoring the effect of different arrival rates of requests from the users.
Each user is assumed to generate requests according to some stochastic process, independent of the requests of other users. Our model allows users to sign on and off, and each user session is assumed to be independent of previous activity by the same user. If the cache manager can predict which segment each user will request next, it can avoid discarding a segment before it is needed. Moreover, it can read in a segment in anticipation of its actual request if the prediction probability is sufficiently high. Given a prediction Pru(S ) for each user's next request, the cache manager can therefore optimize the cache by placing in its (unlocked) slots precisely the set of segments that minimizes F,S~cacheC(S ).
Most memory management algorithms devised for virtual storage systems apply very primitive algorithms for predicting future user requests, typically by guessing that the segment least recently used (LRU) is the least likely to be used next. Anticipatory fetching has been suggested in the literature on virtual storage and tried in some studies, but has not found much use except for the heuristic that a request for a f'lle block is likely to be followed by a request for the next consecutive block. For databases, mass storage, and multiprocessor file systems, however, where the real-time constraints are less severe, more sophisticated prediction algorithms are feasible, and anticipatory fetching has improved system performance (e.g., Kotz & Ellis, 1992; Palmer & Zdonik, 1991; Salem, 1991) . In recent work, Vitter and Krishnan (1991) have analyzed prefetching algorithms and found conditions whereby a Ziv-Lempel compression algorithm, when used to predict the sequence of requests for a single user, is asymptotically optimal as a competitive online algorithm. Experimental work applying Ziv-Lempel and other compression-related prediction techniques to database query processing is currently being conducted at several sites.
We performed some basic simulations to see how TDAG might perform relative to a simple LRU prediction algorithm in the cache manager of the MSS described above. Predictive caching was not part of the industrial design specification we obtained for the MSS; nevertheless, we could not resist testing the effects of predictive caching using TDAG. Since these were simulations and not experiments using an actual MSS, times given in "seconds" represent arbitrary time units rather than actual machine times.
In our simulations, the cache manager builds a separate TDAG for each user so as to learn to predict that user's requests. For simplicity, all users are assigned equal priorities. Each user is allocated one slot in the cache to hold the segment currently in use; this slot is locked so that this active segment will not be replaced. In addition, a pool of unlocked slots is available for storing segments likely to be used in the future. The cache manager tries to keep the cache in a state that minimizes the expected cost of the next request. When the current cache configuration differs from the predicted optimal configuration, the manager prefetches segments not in the cache. Should a user demand a segment not present in the cache, any outstanding prefetch is aborted, and the manager fetches the requested segment, placing it in the slot containing the segment with the lowest predicted cost. No direct cost is incurred for prefetching a segment that is not subsequently demanded, but the statistics below show the number of prefetches that proved useless.
The specifics of one experiment are as follows. Our simulated cache manager was given a pool of 12 slots. Competing for those slots were a variable number of active users making requests from a set of 30 segments. The users shared the available segments equally. We set up three scenarios: ten users each using three segments; six users using five segments; and two users using 15 segments. Each segment was assigned an arbitrary fixed transfer time between 5 and 20 seconds, representing the time required to move that segment from mass storage to the cache. After demanding a segment, users spent roughly an order of magnitude longer "processing" the segment than was required to fetch the segment; thus the cache manager had sufficient time to manipulate the contents of the free slots. Each user was modeled by a randomly generated stochastic finite automaton with between 9 and 30 active states and an out-degree of at most 3.
The tests whose data are given below consisted of two equal-length runs of tens of thousands of individual segment requests generated by the same SDFA user models. The purpose of such unrealistically long runs was to ensure the statistical significance of the results. In the first run, the cache was managed with only an LRU strategy (TDAG prediction was not used). During this run, a TDAG observed the requests and built a TDAG model of each user. The second run was then started, in which the trained TDAGs were allowed to make predictions while the cache manager computed the cache configuration having the lowest expected waiting time, issuing prefetch requests as needed. The resulting statistics estimate the asymptotic difference between pure LRU caching and predictive caching based on trained TDAGs, free of the non-stationary effects of incremental learning. Figure 14 summarizes the test results. We repeated the experiments several times and always obtained similar results.
We also ran other tests in which the TDAGs learned and predicted simultaneously. We found that TDAG acquires very accurate predictions of the users' request patterns in roughly several hundred training instances. These experiments and others using a variety of user models and parameters are reported by Laird and Saul (1992 The most straightforward measure of performance is the number of segment faults the users encountered during a run. The numbers in parentheses in figure 14 indicate the miss ratio: the total number of faults divided by total number of requests. We also include the percentage decrease in the number of faults as a result of using TDAG prefetching.
The values given for the mean waiting time are in (simulated) seconds per user request. The percent reduction in waiting time is especially instructive, since this is the actual quantity that our cache manager was trying to minimize, using equation (1).
Note that with ten users there are only two free cache slots to manipulate, making this scenario the most difficult in which to achieve good performance. Obviously, both strategies, benefit from having more free slots, and this is apparent across our three cases.
Also shown in figure 14 is the number of prefetches issued during the second run. The sum of prefetehes and faults divided by the total requests is often called the transfer ratio, that is, the number of physical reads issued per user request. In the absence of prefetching, the transfer ratio equals the miss ratio; with prefetching, it is expected to be higher than the miss ratio, but our results show a large rise when there are but two users. The main reason is that our model charged no cost for issuing a prefetch--an assumption that is not unreasonable for dedicated servers with interruptible DMA hardware. Thus, in these cases, when many of the cache slots were unlocked and available, our cache manager had free reign to swap in new contents as it saw fit, and a large number of these prefetches proved unnecessary. Clearly, therefore, a system in which every read incurs positive cost might need to modify this policy. With TDAG this is easy: increase the lower bound on the prediction probability for any prefetched segment.
TDAG can be used to improve caching in ways other than those we devised for our experiments. Whereas we used the TDAG to learn to predict the complete sequence of segment requests, others have studied prefetching by learning only the segment references that produce faults, i.e., a fault on segment x predicts a later fault on segment y (Lau, 1982; Martinez, 1982) . The cost model we used to control the cache required learning the complete sequence, but a TDAG could as easily be asked to learn the sequence of faults. Another possibility is to use TDAG to predict relative segment numbers--e.g., to predict that the next segment number will be +n greater than the current segment number, with a probability distribution over the values of n ;e 0. A special case of this that has been applied (Smith, 1978) is prefetching under the assumption of sequentiality, whereby a reference to segment n is a strong predictor of a subsequent reference to segment n + 1. The recent work of Salem (1991) extends this to more general predictabilities and is similar to using a TDAG with H = I .
Finally, we note that TDAG may not be the prediction method of choice in all situations. For example, we were able to construct a sequence of segment requests favorable to the LRU strategy and on which the TDAG-based prefetcher performs quite badly. Evidently, the designers of caching systems must decide empirically which models of request sequences are best under the given conditions, but the TDAG provides a simple model that performs well for many request processes.
Conclusions
Sequence prediction is a fundamental learning problem, with a number of variants. The TDAG algorithm for the Discrete Sequence Prediction problem is easy to implement and reason about, requires little knowledge about the input stream, has fast turnaround time, uses little storage, is mathematically sound, and has worked well in three prototype applications.
TDAG is intended for online applications where the learning algorithm must keep pace with the input stream of observations. It is effective when the next symbol can be predicted based on the k preceding ones, where k may vary with the context. For most applications, the TDAG procedure will not be called simply as a black-box subroutine; instead, the basic TDAG algorithm will be modified to include additional data at the nodes. This was the case for both the dynamic optimization and caching applications.
Besides exploring new applications, we anticipate that future research directions will go beyond the current rote learning of high-likelihood sequences by generalizing from strings to patterns. For example, the sequence " a a c " may not occur very often, nor " a b c " or "acc'" but by generalizing the middle symbol into a character variable x, we can predict c reliably for the context " a x . . ?'. It is not difficult to modify the TDAG algorithm for this purpose, with the result that the TDAG becomes a directed acyclic graph (DAG) instead of a tree. Handling these kinds of generalizations formally as acyclic regular expressions is a promising research direction.
Whereas the TDAG prediction algorithm is purely statistical, other methods of prediction are known for sequence extrapolation and time-series analysis. Effective combinations of these methods would be valuable extensions to a growing machine-learning toolbox. 
Notes
1. Over a sequence of sym-cou nt input symbols, the total of all the counters in the tree is O(sym-cou n t ). Hence, when amortized over the entire sequence, this log s ym-c o u n t factor becomes 0(1). For real-time applications, however, amortized complexity is not an appropriate complexity measure. 2. For this implementation, second-order program elements such as negation-as-failure and ca I I were allowed, but non-logical constructs like cuts were not allowed.
